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ABSTRACT
This typographic exploration investigates unconventional typography
through the making of ceramic forms to create three-dimensional type
within a system. In response to an increasing dematerialization of type
and a criticism toward the dominance of computer generated type design,
three-dimensional type was made out of clay through an interplay between
typographic fundamentals and ceramic techniques. It is an attempt to create
a new realm between type design and ceramics. It would be inspiring for
other graphic and type designers to discover and follow their own unique
path for type creation outside of digital realm.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the time of Gutenberg around 1450, hundreds of years have been
spent developing impeccably proportioned, beautiful typefaces and print
technologies to support the perfection of printed materials. Today, most
graphic design practitioners work with computers exclusively to create
type. As a result, most typefaces have similar formal characteristics derived
from the committed use of digital technology, specifically vector and
digital pixels. However, type designers have begun to evolve the creative
process, shifting the emphasis from the digital to the physical with a focus
on experimentation and message communication through the aesthetics
of the typeface. Today’s young graphic designers have overturned
established rules about type, attempting to turn letters into images and
explore typefaces in increasingly experimental ways. Simply put, designers
began exploring type design as a vehicle for personal expression and
communication. In response, my research explores methods of creating
hand made letterforms with materials unique to typeface design, as
opposed to the more standard Bézier curves.
More specifically, this research investigates unconventional typographic
design through the use of ceramic forms to create a system of letterforms.
This investigation is a three-step process: modularizing, systematizing,
and organizing. I call this organizational process “manual pixeling”
and define it as the process of creating a letterform through manually
arranging modules within a designed system. This work is professionally
significant not only because it encourages the exploration of conceptual,
technical, and fundamental aspects of form through typography and
ceramic techniques (scale, volume, structure, mass, and space), but it also
encourages graphic and type design professionals to work less digitally and
more with their hands.
If type designers had previously built letterforms using various found
materials, they had performed this process in a way that mainly focused on
simply rearranging objects in a more beautiful manner. Although using clay
or ceramic material has historically been less popular by graphic designers
in the creation of letterforms — most likely due to an unfamiliarity with
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these mediums — clay and ceramic materials provide opportunity for
shape, color, and size variance in the systemized module creation process.
LITERATURE REVIEW
TYPOGRAPHIC INNOVATION WITH COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
The arrival of Macintosh in the late 1980s brought a huge change to the
field of graphic design. According to John Maeda (2010), “the introduction
of graphical computing and the launch of the Apple Macintosh in 1984
soon drew a distinction between the pre-computer designer and the postcomputer designer. A machine that could trivialize any hard-earned drawing
skill with the click of a mouse was not to the taste of a generation that
prided itself on mechanical skills” (p. 40). Desktop computing platforms,
combined with pioneers’ experimentations, have allowed graphic
designers to explore new creative territories within their field. Moreover,
this user-friendly technology has democratized design, helping more people
join in the visual arts, and consequently creating a pipeline of new design
ideas.
According to David Crow (2006), users initially dismissed the technology
due to its crude visual output. Though some did not. In the United States,
following the first appearance of the Mac, “Rudy VanderLans and Zuzana
Licko experimented with the new technology with an enthusiasm that
accepted the crude bitmapped output as a part of a new pioneering spirit”
(p. 156). As Vanderlans and Licko (2008) stated in their essay The New
Primitives
Much of the scepticism and disfavour currently attached to digital
images will disappear as a new generation of designers enters the
profession. Having grown up with computers at home and school,
these designers will assimilate computer technology into the visual
communication process as it penetrates everyday practices.
(p. 60-61)
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According to Kate Clair & Cynthia Busic-Snyder (2006), “a change in the
approach and philosophy of contemporary type designers evolved with
the new digital technology”. Also, type design could now be more easily
implemented (p. 123). A new period of creative discovery had begun. Many
young designers were more prepared to accept and use these new tools
of the digital age. This fascination with the idea of using computers to
generate graphic design extended to almost every media.

FIGURE 001
Oakland by
Zuzana Licko
(1985)

FIGURE 002
Modula by
Zuzana Licko
(1985)

There are several monumental works from this early computing era that
focus not only on designing different forms of type, but also entire posters.
According to Clair (2006), “the font designs generated” by Zuzana Licko,
co-founder of Emigre, embraced the “dot matrix printing technology”.
For example, the fonts Emperor (1985) and Oakland (1985) are designed
using a dot matrix printing technology (Figure 001). “Her first highresolution postscripts, used in programming languages for vector graphics
(developed by Adobe systems in 1985)”, such as Modular (1985) and Triplex
(1989) were “similar to bitmapped fonts but lacked the jagged edges and
bumpy curves” (Figure 002) (p. 127). With the development of the tools
for type design, coupled with readily available printing technology, many
digital typefaces could be designed and printed easily from machines.
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FIGURE 003
Moonbase Alpha
by Cornel Windlin
(1991)

The font Moonbase Alpha (1991) by Cornel Windlin for Fuse no.3, is another
example of a designer utilizing the computer in a different manner (figure
003). According to Fontfont.com, “it was the first time that Windlin had
used the font-generating software FontStudio and Fontographer.” The font
was created based on a printout of Akzidenz Grotesk that had been set at
4 point. The resulting Akzidenz Grotesk at 4 point was an “array of pixels,
with little resemblance” to the original (description, para. 2). Through the
pioneering use of the computer, fascinating computer-generated characters
with new aesthetics were being created.
According to Crow (2006), with an “ambitious

FIGURE 004
Design Quarterly

life-size portrait in Design Quarterly Magazine in

133, Does It

1986”, April Greiman became one of the first few

Make sense? by

designers to publically celebrate this new digital

April Greiman

technology. This poster by April Greiman (figure

(1986)

004) captures people’s attention, “not only due
to its size, but also because of the quantity of
information presented”. “The poster suggested that
design would use the new tools to explore a new
direction”. It announced that graphic design was
moving away from “its preoccupation with a set
of principles that had their roots in modernism”
(p. 156). According to Crow (2006), the excitement
of computer usage was centered on a refreshing
sense of experimentation within the new digital
environment. “It was an important time as
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designers were beginning to form a concept of how graphic design would
look in a digitally enabled world” (p. 115).
TYPE’S DEMATERIALIZATION IN THE DIGITAL AGE
The new technology was an invitation to the new digital age where
computer can handle variety of projects. Arguably, the digital technology
was becoming a single tool for type design. The dominant trend towards
the digital is causing an unexpected problem, the dematerialization of
type. The term dematerialization refers to losing physical substance or
becoming immaterial. In the digital age, typefaces have been losing their
physical substance while being turned into digital data. Prior to the digital
revolution, type served as a mechanism to transfer and represent intangible
ideas through concrete media, namely ink on paper. In terms of type’s
functionality for the reader, questions of legibility and readability were
prioritized. While these are important inquiries, to fully understand type
one must answer additional questions such as “How has type changed
throughout history?” and “What is behind the substance of the letters?”
Since the time when Gutenberg invented the revolutionary movable
type system around 560 years ago, hundreds of years have been
spent developing impeccably proportioned, beautiful font designs.
Print technology supported the perfection of print materials as well.
Although there were several important design movements and much
experimentation throughout history, arguably, not much has really changed
for type designers.
In the late 1940s, phototypesetting gradually took the place of metal type.
Then in the 1980s, type turned digital. Nowadays, type has gotten more
ephemeral and less substantial. Type is set on one screen and read on other
screens or printed out from screen through WYSIWYG applications such
as Adobe Illustrator, InDesign, and even Microsoft Word. It hardly exists
in three dimensions, and barely exists in two, whether that is on paper
or screen. According to Jeanette Abbink & Emily Anderson (2010), Karrie
Jacobs stated in foreword “the questions we now ask take us into the realm
of the meta-physical. What is type exactly? Where does it come from? Does
5

it exist in the real world or is it entirely made of phantom impulses?” The
current insubstantiality of type reminds us that today’s type is just a blip
in type’s extensive history. It no longer exists as a physical presence for
any period of time, but instead is digital and perishes from a screen in a
matter of minutes. As Jacobs says “it lives out its entire life cycle on the
far side of the glass, intangible, remote, non-corporeal, elusive, transitory”
(p. 8-9). Type is losing its substantiality for the sake of functionality and
convenience alongside new technological developments. As a vehicle to
represent tangible objects and intangible ideas in the real world, type has
formed a link between pictorial and phonetic signs. Arguably, type losing
its substance could be same as a ship losing its anchor point.
TYPOGRAPHIC PRACTICE IN THE DIGITAL AGE
Graphic and type design professionals embraced the arrival of digital
technologies in the late 1980s. Musicians also had similar steps little
earlier than designers and started to talk about its influences in the mid
1970s. There was an interesting conversation paralleling the impacts
of the synthesizer on contemporary musical scoring practices to the
transformation of typeface design. According to Jacquillat et al. (2011),
Andrew Byrom said, in foreword, it compared the impacts the Macintosh
had on typography with the influence that synthesized sound had on music
in the mid 1970s.
For several years, this new computer-generated sound permeated
popular music. In many cases, it completely replaced traditional
instruments. Digital technology no longer tried to reproduce preexisting sound. It had created its own. This synthetic sound became
the overriding trend into the 1980s. But after time the synthesizer
found its place as another tool, another instrument among many.
Similarly, decades after its introduction, the computer seems to
have found its place in relation to typeface design. Today, the
Mac is like the oven to a chef or the kiln to a potter: it is a tool for
construction, delivery and output. Designers thrive on limitations
and on working around, and through, constraints. As the computer
no longer seems to possess these limitations, designers are now
looking else where for new forms, new boundaries and new
problems to solve. (p. 8)
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Type designers and printers have used various tools and materials to
write or copy texts: clay, stone, pen, paper, wood, metal, photography, and
computer. Today, the computer is the most important and dominant tool for
typographers. The relevant question now becomes “How can typographers
rethink type’s dematerialization via the new physical territories in this digital
age?”
Arguably, the conversation on typographic practice in a post-digital age
has not yet started among graphic/type designers. The concept of the
post-digital is not yet well known or discussed in digital artistic practices.
There are a few ongoing discourses regarding the term ‘post-digital’ and
no one can authoritatively decide how to define post-digital. But from my
understanding, the debate focuses on the more human forms of digital
technology as they are affected by the exciting and rapidly changing digital
environment. The debate focuses on a paradigm shift in the arts under the
development of technology. There are two different approaches to the postdigital: high-tech and low-tech. In other words, one can either use a highly
computer-assisted method, digital fabrication for example, or a handcrafted
technique. It is not easy to anticipate which technique will emerge as more
dominant in today’s changing technological environment.
According to Jacquillat et al. (2011) typographic practice, “combined with
a new wave of appreciation for everything non-digital, handmade and
well-crafted, designers and artists have created a massive body of work
involving three-dimensional typography over the last few decades.” (p.
11) Recent hand-made letterforms constructed in three dimensions seem
to support the idea of an appreciation of the non-digital, handmade, and
well-crafted designs. My work proposes to talk more about the typographic
practice in the digital age and the post-digital age. However, the letterforms
made by hand cannot come to be used by the field of graphic design
without the aid of computing technology. This approach will focus on how
to integrate the computer with the hand made in more creative ways. It
is an attempt to think outside the box. This paper shall focus more on the
handmade trend in the field of typography.
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WHAT IS FOUND TYPOGRAPHY/3D TYPE?
Lettering using various 3D objects is often called found typography or
three-dimensional typography. While these different terms exist, the two
processes share similarities and their terms are often used interchangeably.
Steven Heller describes found typography extremely well. According to
Heller (2012), “the serendipity of shape and form found in everyday things
that sometimes results in thematic groupings of letter-like objects can
provide an ‘aha moment’ of discovery for designers with keen eyes (and
extraordinary patience)” (p. 82). While initially, this ‘aha moment’ seems to
summarize the process of found typography, the term is technically used
to describe the act of finding letter like objects. For example, if a designer
sees the shape of a lower case ‘h” in a chair, then creates a letterform out
of said chair, this would be an example of found typography. Secondly, the
term three-dimensional typography refers to the handling of letterforms
in three-dimensional space or adding three-dimensionality to type. For
example, if someone creates an uppercase letter “H” out of sticks of wood
or the remains of a broken chair, it would be considered three-dimensional
typography.
Mainly, objects in three-dimensional space can be repurposed, constructed,
or found and then delivered as type. Therefore, both the terms “found
typography” and “3D type” describe similar concepts, but are differentiated
depending on the methods designers use in creating them. While the tools
used to create these letterforms may lead one to believe that this practice
belongs within the realm of crafts, these practices could still rely heavily on
the creator’s skill in digital type design.
3D TYPE AND TYPE AS IMAGE
As Adrian Frutiger (1980) suggested, there are essentially two main types of
signs — pictorial and alphabetical. Pictorial signs use pictures to represent
objects, actions or ideas (p.39). It is generally agreed that there are traces
of pictorial characters. For example, Chinese characters are derived from
some kind of picture of nature despite changes throughout time. Frutiger
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(1980) describes alphabetical signs as writing where the pictures develops
over centuries to become phonetic signs that have been reduced to
simplified strokes — an abstraction that eventually leads to the practice
of writing. In the Latin alphabet, the letter ‘A’ begins life as a drawing of a
bull’s head before eventually turning upside down to become the shape
that is used today (as cited in Crow, 2006, p. 10). In other words, some
letters being used right now are derived from the representation of tangible
objects and intangible ideas. Changing over time, these letters turned into
what we see today. In that sense, it could be said that the act of making
found / 3D type is essentially returning alphabetical letterforms to their
origins as pictorial signs.
The genre of illustrative lettering might be seen as an initial form of 3D
lettering using found objects. Long before the found object and 3D typeface
genres were established, type had already been trying to return to its
pictorial sign origin, often being presented in the form of two-dimensional
metaphoric lettering. According to Steven Heller (2012), “metaphoric letters
were imbued with symbolism and served as vessel and as idea. Often
visual puns, they were used to enliven the printed word and add dimension
to a page”.These works are commonly used in commercial jobs when
customized art works are too expensive or difficult to obtain. (p. 38).
FIGURE 005
A workshop by
Underware at
Ecole cantonale
d’art de Lausanne,
Switzerland
(2005)

A Dutch graphic designer took the re-materialization of type a step further
in a workshop by Underware (at Ecole cantonale d’art de Lausanne,
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Switzerland in 2005). Students were to practice “Manual Pixelism,”
replicating digital pixels, the building blocks of electronic fonts, with
physical objects. One group of students chose to substitute supermarketshopping carts for pixels and filled the store’s parking lot with the words,
“dream on” (figure 005). Another word, “liberté” was created out of books
(figure 005). According to Abbink & Anderson (2010), in an interview with
Underware, those running the workshop stated, “we always look for new
concepts and ideas. Then, the typographic tools are based on that idea.
In advance — it’s up to the participants to decide which tools work best
to fulfill their ideas” (p. 221). As they mentioned, working with objects in
3D was essentially an act of utilizing the object as a medium to express
the idea that they wanted to communicate. Additionally, by taking a step
backward from traditional design tools, the designers were given more
options and creative opportunities. The emergence of this trend in 3D type
does not negate the usefulness of software-based design tools, but rather
supplements them.
WHAT IS THE RE-MATERIALIZATION OF TYPE?
Re-materialization is literally the antonym of dematerialization. In other
words, the word refers to the act or process of making something tangible
again. In the response to type’s increasing dematerialization and in the
interest of restoring tactility to the written language, this thesis project
attempts to re-materialize type. Essentially, the re-materialization of type
consists of making letterforms tangible, that is, to make typefaces from
physical objects, prior to making the letterforms on a computer screen.
Most typefaces today are created on a screen and printed out on paper.
However, the typefaces from this thesis project are created out of tangible
objects and entered into the computer through photographing and
scanning. Overall, it takes one more step to create this type of letterform as
opposed to dematerializing the type.
WHY IS THE RE-MATERIALIZATION OF TYPE IMPORTANT?
Designers and artists have found it challenging to present new ideas
into the typographic field. While digital pioneers have brought several
10

revolutionary changes to type design, a couple of decades later, new
computing technology has set rigid boundaries. Many type designers
have practiced under these digital limitations for the past few decades.
In this “glass box”, type designers have observed the work of their
contemporaries, and influenced by their accomplishments, reinvented the
work in a different way or even directly copied the work. With these digital
limitations in place, the creative process has become somewhat suffocated
for type designers and they have found it difficult to change this process
without the introduction of new concepts.
Creation of typefaces is an inspiring and experimental area of graphic
design. Working with type has created innovation and reinvention through
inspiring and creatively empowering professionals. In this sense, it could
be said that typography is the backbone of graphic design. Nowadays,
some designers and artists make attempts to do manual labor, working
with their hands rather than computers. Many work on and are interested in
unconventional methods of typography through manipulating the tactility
of tangible objects as an alternative way to create type. The recent handmade letterforms that are frequently constructed three dimensionally seem
to support this idea. According to Abbink & Anderson (2010), an interview
is described between Karrie Jacobs and Katherine McCoy from 1994.
McCoy discussed the effect that the computer was having on her students,
specifically mentioning a trend that she called “re-materialization.” One
of her students was beginning to feel frustrated as a result of working
only from the computer. Consequently, the student printed out a sixinch high version of each letter, and traced them to cut wood blocks out
of each letter. The student then sketched this type onto paper using the
recently carved wood blocks and scanned that type back into the computer,
producing an image that contained several small blotches. “This hunger
to re-materialize type, as McCoy described it, is a direct response to type’s
increasing dematerialization. As ink and paper typography flirts with
obsolescence we’ve gotten fetishistic about this disappearing medium”
(p. 9). Even though this was about ten years ago, this reaction says
much about typography. Arguably, we have been cranking out computergenerated fonts with substantially less criticism and accelerating the
dematerialization.
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In the interest of restoring tactility to written language, type designers
and artists are working on the extreme re-materialization of type to lure
type back to the human side of the screen. This paper not only stands to
prove that typography with tangible objects is an ongoing trend, but that
further steps need to be taken to give this movement the momentum that
it deserves. According to Abbink & Anderson (2010), as Jacobs stated in
foreword, “there is a healthy tension between the worlds on either side
of the screen, a constant give-and-take between the intangible and the
tangible” (p. 11). Shifting type into images could not only play an important
role in restoring a healthy tension on either side of the screen, but it may
also create a more desirable balance in the presence of pictorial versus
alphabetical signs.
WHAT IS MANUAL-PIXELING?
Before describing manual-pixeling, a general design discussion is needed.
Emil Ruder said “to design is to plan, to order, to relate, and to control. In
short, it opposes all means of disorder and accident.” This thesis project
supports this definition excepting for Ruder’s stance that accidents aren’t
important. Trial and error can add an enjoyable human touch to the design
process. Designing is a process of collecting and organizing pieces and
forming them into useful information, while still enjoying some serendipity
throughout the process.
Returning to the point, I call this organizational process “manual pixeling”
and define it as the process of creating a letterform through manually
arranging the modules within a designed system. This process relates to
several important questions concerning conventions of typography:
a. What are the basic shapes of type?
b. How is type constructed?
c. How does consistency and variation perform in typographic systems?
d. How does type retain readability and legibility?
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The process of manual-pixeling is concerning following questions:
a. What are the building modules?
b. What is the system behind built letterforms?
c. What is a solid system and organization for letterforms?
d. What is the best way to place modules as a letter like shape?

a
In that sense, manual pixeling is reliant on typographic conventions
through its process of designing type, but also maintains some
independence in terms of its building of modules.

FIGURE 006
Two groupings
of components
understood
differently

In figure 006 there are two groupings of components. Each side of the
image consists of the same components but these components are
interpreted differently based on visual perception. According to Rheem &
Han (2007), we intuitively know the meaning of the numbers on left side of
the image (figure 006) — it states that the time is12:57. On the other hand,
the grouping on the right side, consist of the same, fifteen hexagons and
two squares, but could easily be mistaken for unorganized data or blocks
(p. 9). In other words, organization is meaningful. In that sense, the process
of design involves organizing components to create useful information.
THESIS PROJECT: STAGE ONE
3D TYPE THROUGH COLLECTING READY-MADE OBJECTS
When looking down at a workspace, does anything look like a letter? Maybe
not now, but if one can manipulate the objects on the desk, a couple of
letterforms can be created. Literally everything could become a letter. It is
true that potential letterforms are everywhere and anything could become
13

letterform with a sharp eye and continuous trials. This is not a totally new
idea. Some designers have practiced this concept for several decades or
more. However, it is debatable whether or not graphic designers have done
enough in-depth research in this area. Much uncertainty exists regarding
how to further develop this somewhat neglected area of research. Here
is a simple example of a personal exploration that was made during the
summer of 2013.

FIGURE 007
An experiment
using a handful of
pebble
(2012)

The first stage of this exploration was initiated by my own unconscious
behavior. One day, while waiting for my friend at the School of Art and
Design (at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign), I grabbed a
handful of pebbles. After thinking for a couple of seconds, I started to
sort the pebbles, arranging them by color. Guided purely by intuition, I
had no specific goal or purpose. But the outcome translated into a graph.
This experience somewhat paralleled the planning, ordering, relating, and
controlling process described by Emil Ruder. This experiment prompted me
to collect various easily attainable ready-made objects and create letter-like
shapes. The first goal in making 3D type was obtaining a volume of work
with which to form a creative palette.
RESEARCH: RELATED ART WORK/DESIGNERS
Contemporary typographic exploration has shifted its primary emphasis
from readability and legibility, to experimentation and communication
of the message through the aesthetics of type as image. Some of today’s
graphic and type designers have challenged to the established typographic
conventions through their works. They have been trying to turn letters
into images, using various materials in increasingly experimental ways of
typography. As a consequence, they have blurred the line between pictorial
and alphabetical signs. Inspired by this trend, I have begun to explore
14

experiential typography, using different materials and methods, as opposed
to my keyboard and mouse.
The following work reveals how many designers and artists have walked
away from the computer to pursue a medium consisting of tangible
materials. They contain a vast array of offerings. These unique works have
drawn inspiration both from various methods of making but also from the
materials themselves.

FIGURE 008
Stefan
Sagmeister – The
things what I
have learned in
my life so far
(2004)

The above work is the result of Sagmeister’s self-initiated projects. His life
lessons are displayed in sequence as a typographic billboard. This work
contains several striking visual displays. As the title of the book suggests,
each maxim represents a life lesson. The quote “Trying to look good
limits my life” is one such lesson. According to Sagmeister (2008), he and
his colleague got up every day at 6 am for six days, looked around, and
decided what to do. It means that they did not posses a concrete plan. The
15

author notes that although working without plans or sketches was stressful,
the process was “much more fun than using Photoshop” (p. 13). He did
not mention why he selected the specific materials to create the words in
discussion. Although there might have been a specific reason for picking
these materials, there is no way of knowing his selection criteria. The type
seemed to be derived from the idea of crafts DIY, as they are engaged with
raw or semi-raw materials without refined skills. It shows that there is no
limitation in the selection of letter like materials. With the right method,
anything can be letters. These works blurred the line between what can and
cannot be used to create type.

FIGURE 009
Anna Garforth
and Eleanor
Stevens – Moss
type (2009)

This living type is in between the realm of nature and that of the artificial
world. The type is placed on the wall without the use of a printer or ink. It
might be the most sustainable form of type and an appropriate material
to deliver this message, one that pertains to nature. Moss seems to
be an ideal material to form the word “grow,” as both it’s pictorial and
alphabetical character seems to denote the essence of the word. People can
quickly interpret the meaning of the word as a result of the effectiveness
16

of this work. According to Abbink & Anderson (2010), in an interview with
Anna Garforth, “One day I decided I wanted to work with more than a
pen and a flat piece of paper, so I went out for the day, collected moss,
leaves, and other things and started experimenting. My ideas come from
working, crafting, and understanding the material and its qualities” (p. 215).
A designer’s fresh ideas are often the result of walking away from a fixed
setting, similar to a cook finding inspiration by leaving a sterile kitchen
environment to sample farm fresh ingredients at a local marketplace.

FIGURE 010
Andrew Byrom –
Venetian (2008)

Sagmeister’s types are made on the spot without a concrete plan. On the
contrary to this, Byrom’s type can be seen as types made under a planned
system. The type was created using an ordinary household item: a set
of venetian blinds. Following a plan, these letterforms were created by
actively manipulating an existing object. The blinds were rebuilt using the
same systems used in type design. This is an example of a designer who
made an intervention to an existing object as opposed to building one
from scratch. This shows a collaboration of the designer’s keen eye with a
sophisticated plan.
17

FIGURE 011
Evelin Kasikov –
CMYK Alphabet
(2009)

Adding three-dimensionality to letterforms is an awe-inspiring process
requiring much practice and patience. According to Jacquillat et al. (2011),
The CMYK Alphabet is an experiment somewhere in between crafts and
graphic design. “By transforming printing processes into hand-embroidery,
her work is influenced by craft, but it is still remaining in the context of
graphic design” (p. 79). This type containing the CMYK colored thread could
not have been created without an understanding of the offset printing
process. The book describes this process in the following statement. “The
colors were half-toned at 90 and 45 degrees, and these low-resolution
screens were then turned into hand-made cross-stitch embroidery” (p.
79). This implies that the shape of the letters was created based on a
collaboration of computer technology and handmade skill. This process
appears similar to that which was used to create the font Moonbase Alpha.
However, the CMYK Alphabet coupled with a human’s reinterpretation
and labor, not computer’s reinterpretation. Unlike that of an ordinary
letter creation process, in this instance, a couple more steps are involved
in the transformation between digital and analog, between the computer
screen and the real world. In other words, the blueprint of the letterform
came from a machine as digital data, but through the designer’s work,
the regenerated letterform was returned to the computer screen. This is a
similar process to my thesis project.

18

FIGURE 012
Marie and Éric
Gaspar –Glass
letterforms (1999)

This project focuses on using glass to create letterheads. According to
Jacquillat et al. (2011), Marie and Eric Gaspar had visited a glass workshop
while still students at the Royal College of Art. “During the blowing process,
glass is rapidly transformed from a liquid to a solid state”. Watching the
glass harden “reminded the designers of written language: structured and
the definite”. With the help of a workshop technician, they were able to
produce glass letterforms. “Glass-blowing is a time-consuming process”
and requires much practice in order to become a skilled practitioner
(p. 77). Their attempts in this area pioneered an artistic fusion between
typography and glass blowing, between graphic design and crafts. Also, it
proves that a trained graphic designer can be capable of processing foreign
materials for the creation of type. In other words, as opposed to simply
rearranging everyday objects or manipulating existing objects, a designer
could manage the entire process of type creation. From the ideation to
the final product, from the abstract to the physical, a designer could be
capable of working comprehensive. Also, the transformation from a liquid
to solid state can be seen as paralleling the transition between pictorial and
alphabetical signs.
RESULTS OF THE STAGE ONE
After collecting easily ignored and discarded objects, objects not typically
used to create letterforms, it was decided that these objects would become
the building blocks or modules with which to create shapes. Largely, the
building methods would be divided into two categories depending on
the structure of the letterform; modular or monolithic. In both categories,
the basic idea behind creating the letter-like structures was the same:
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repurposing collected objects. The creative processes however, would
diverge depending on the characteristics of the collected objects.
In the modular category, small units (called modules) were arranged
strategically to create letterforms. One could easily imagine this as being
similar to working with bitmap type, where each object represents a pixel
on the screen. A letter being formed using this technique is akin to that of
a building being formed from bricks. One of the interesting aspects of this
structure is that it gives the designer more freedom in creating letterforms
by using several modules. The designer can add tiny adjustments rather
easily, similar to adding serifs to a font. In the monolithic category,
the designer uses a single material (as opposed to multiple units),
manipulating this single material to create the letterform. In this category,
the object being used makes up the whole body of the letter. A building
formed by pouring a single vat of concrete or a house cut from a single
slab of stone would be akin to a letterform composed within the monolithic
structure. Unlike modular structure, if the material is malleable, it can be
manipulated into a different form. Sometimes both modular and monolithic
structure can be used in the creation of a single type.
The first stage of this self-initiated project called for daily exploration. The
goal was to generate a volume of letterforms using collected materials,
producing at least four pieces in a week. A chart was constructed to
document all explorations. The chart contained two sections; the features
of the objects and the building methods for each letterform. The purpose
of this documentation was to obtain meaningful information from these
collected materials to be used later in the creation of letterforms. The chart
is shown below:
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The features of the object
1. The origin of object: Man-made / Natural
2. Shape of object: Circle / Rectangle / Triangle / Polygon / Stick / String / hook / atypical
3. Size of object: Tiny (0-2” / Small (2”-5”) / Medium (5”-12”) / Big (10”-30”) / Huge (30”-)
or Short (0-12”) / Long (12”-)
4. Quality of the material: Hard (hard to bend) / Flexible / Soft

Building methods of letterform
1. Structure of the letterform: Monolithic / Modular / Hybrid
2. Method of treating object: arranging / fitting / overlaying / rotating / piling / folding /
bending / crumpling / rolling up / weaving / twisting / attaching / linking / tying / melting /
cutting / carving / breaking / ripping / drilling

FIGURE 013
Paper towel
roll top

The features of the object

Building methods of letterform

1. The origin of object: Man-made

1. Structure of the letterform: Modular

2. Shape of object: Circle

2. Method of treating object: arranging / fitting /

3. Size of object: Small (2”-5”)

overlaying / rotating / piling / attaching / cutting

4. Quality of the material: Flexible
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FIGURE 014
Starbucks
coffee straw

The features of the object

Building methods of letterform

1. The origin of object: Man-made

1. Structure of the letterform: Modular

2. Shape of object: Circle / Stick

2. Method of treating object: arranging / linking /

3. Size of object: Medium (5”-12”)

cutting

4. Quality of the material: Flexible / Soft

FIGURE 015
Human nails

The features of the object

Building methods of letterform

1. The origin of object: Natural

1. Structure of the letterform: Modular

2. Shape of object: Circle / hook

2. Method of treating object: arranging / cutting

3. Size of object: Tiny (-2”)
4. Quality of the material: Flexible
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FIGURE 016
Coffee sleeves

The features of the object

Building methods of letterform

1. The origin of object: Man-made

1. Structure of the letterform: Modular

2. Shape of object: Circle

2. Method of treating object: arranging / fitting /

3. Size of object: Small (2”-5”)

bending / linking

4. Quality of the material: Flexible

FIGURE 017
Can covers

The features of the object

Building methods of letterform

1. The origin of object: Man-made

1. Structure of the letterform: Monolithic

2. Shape of object: Circle / atypical

2. Method of treating object: folding / crumpling /

3. Size of object: Small (2”-5”)

ripping

4. Quality of the material: Flexible
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FIGURE 018
Dried leafs

The features of the object

Building methods of letterform

1. The origin of object: Natural

1. Structure of the letterform: Hybrid

2. Shape of object: Atypical

2. Method of treating object: arranging

3. Size of object: Tiny (-2”)
4. Quality of the material: cannot be bent

FIGURE 019

Used masking
tape

The features of the object

Building methods of letterform

1. The origin of object: Man-made

1. Structure of the letterform: Hybrid

2. Shape of object: Stick / Atypical

2. Method of treating object: overlaying / crumpling /

3. Size of object: Long (12”-)

attaching / ripping

4. Quality of the material: Flexible

More exporations on manual-pixeling.com
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LESSONS FROM THE STAGE ONE
As a pure form study, the project had two steps: the pleasure of discovery
and the appraisal of the discovery through making letterforms. I started
to make letterforms with objects that I had been collecting. These objects
were often ignored, discarded and unwanted by people; objects such as
paper towel rolls, bottle caps, straws, and finger nail cuttings. These objects
turned out to be great building blocks for letterform construction. Much
pleasure was derived throughout the process of taking these interesting
raw materials that would not be initially seen as resembling a letterform,
and finding their potential to be transformed into type.
The second gratification came in the form of manipulating the objects to
create letters. Assembling the objects required not only an understanding
of the materials, but also a newfound creativity and patience in order to
solve tricky design problems. Figuring out the right way to repurpose
these objects as type was the equivalent of finding the right solution to a
design problem. It was a completely different experience than working on a
computer.
Through observation of the tactility and substance of the materials, a
better personal understanding of the problems inherent in designing
type was achieved. Today, almost every type-based creation formed on
a computer is eventually processed through a printer. This first stage
brought to my attention the absence of a human quality in digital type.
Brought about by an over abundance of digitally generated design, type’s
increasing dematerialization was all the more apparent. However, others
had already embarked on similar explorations, performing the process of
type creation based on its shape, material, and color. Therefore, the goal
of further research needed to focus on actively using unique materials that
encompassed the more human quality associated with re-materialization,
while remaining customizable for unconventional typographic explorations.
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THESIS PROJECT: STAGE TWO
3D TYPE THROUGH THE MAKING OF CERAMIC FORMS
Possibly due to unfamiliarity with the medium, clay and ceramic techniques
have rarely been used by graphic and type design professionals in the
creation of type. This may be the result of a lack of access or training
in the handling of clay throughout academic or professional settings.
Nonetheless, clay has been quite monumental in the history of type. Clay
was one of the earliest materials on which human beings began to write
letters. It is also the corresponding material associated with the running
title of this project, re-materialization of type. With clay, designers are able
to customize the shape, color, and size of the modules, providing a larger
variety of creative options than working with found objects.
PROCESS: WORKING WITH CLAY
Due to a personal lack of training in the slip casting process, a complex
shape for either of the modules was not attempted. In the construction of
the pyramid-shaped module, a one-piece mold was used, as there were no
undercuts. According to Andrew Martin (2006), undercuts refer to “indented
or undulating areas that can make the form lock inside the mold” (p. 12).
For example, a cone shape can come from a one-piece mold, whereas a
spherical shape needs to be formed using (at least) a two-piece mold. In
order to achieve the rounded outline, undercuts are necessary. If the shape
gets more complex, it might require a three-piece mold.

FIGURE 020
A simplified
process of the
creation of the
pyramid-shaped

making a prototype

plaster casting

greenware

bisque firing

masking

underglazing

glazing

glaze firing

done

building letterforms

modules
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Being previously unfamiliar with the process of mold making and slip
casting, this experience provided an excellent opportunity to learn about
casting and apply this knowledge to my design project. Several steps are
involved in making ceramic pieces through the slip casting. Figure 020
shows a simplified process of the creation of the pyramid-shaped modules.
The most crucial step in the creation of ceramic pieces is the slip casting
process. This step enables one to create several similarly shaped clay
pieces. According to Donald Firth (1985), “Slip casting is a process of
pouring liquid clay into a plaster mold, waiting for the plaster takes water
from the liquid clay. After remaining liquid clay will be dumped, the layer of
thickened slip left on the surface of plaster mold is the ‘slip casting’ or ‘slipcast piece’. The casting will be removed from mold and dried to proceeded
to next step, firing and glazing” (p. 149). Pouring clay into a mold, dumping
out the leftover liquid clay, and forming the shape may seem like an easy
process, but painstaking attention is required in order to achieve fine
results. While these are all critical steps, they are just the beginning of the
slip-casting process.
The mold plays a critical role in the creation of a clay body through slip
casting. According to Firth (1985), “A mold is a form or object used to shape
a plastic or fluid substance” (p. 3). While human fingers are capable of
sophisticated work, consistently producing identical objects is no easy task.
A mold is therefore necessary for consistently producing near identical
clay bodies. According to Martin (2006), “mold making makes it enable to
produce identical multiples of any objects. Plaster mold is a way to create
one-of-a-kind forms very difficult to be achieved by any other methods”
(front flap, para. 1). Mold making has therefore been utilized in many
different art forms and industries. Ceramic cups, for example, are produced
using a mold in an effort to produce a consistent product. Attention and
skill are required to create a perfect mold. If there is a single mistake, other
pieces will also contain this same error. For example, if a single air bubble
exists between the clay body and plaster when the wet plaster is poured on
the prototype, all casted pieces will contain that small imperfection caused
by the air bubble.
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FIGURE 021
Making
plaster mold
(pyramid-shaped
module)

FIGURE 022
Greenwares
(pyramid-shaped
module)

The meticulous casting process is one that warrants some description. First,
a prototype is placed upon a marble tabletop. Boards used in the shaping
of the mold are fixed to this table using C-clamps. A bucket of saturated
plaster is gently poured over the prototype. The plaster mold takes several
hours to harden and needs to be dried overnight before it is ready for use
(figure 021). The second and third mold will be made in the same way. The
resulting “greenwares”, once bone dry, needs to be hand sanded in order
to smooth their surfaces, eliminating any sharp-edged angles (figure 022).
Two basic firing steps follow; bisque and glaze firing. During each firing,
the clay has to reach certain temperatures to ensure that the clay bodies
mature into ceramic.
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FIGURE 023
Masking bisques
(pyramid-shaped
module)

FIGURE 024
Underglazing
bisques
(pyramid-shaped
module)

In this case, the bone-dry greenwares should be fired to bisques at 1945
degrees Fahrenheit. The bisques are then masked using masking tape
(figure 023). This process requires extreme attention to detail because
the masked surface needs to preserve the desired clear lines while the
underglaze is sprayed. After the masking, underglaze is applied to masked
bisques using an air spray gun. After removing all the masking tape, a
clear glaze coat is applied on top of the underglaze (figure 024). This step
will slightly strengthen the piece, thereby protecting it from possible
contamination. According to Anthony Quinn (2007), “glazing can protect
the fired ceramic surface, making it nonporous. It can be decorative by
texture, quality or a color finish. Glazes can be mixed based on a recipe,
base materials, and water. There are also commercial-ready-to-paint-glazes”
(p. 66).
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FIGURE 025
Glazed bisques
(pyramid-shaped
module)

FIGURE 026
Glaze firing
(pyramid-shaped
module)

Both commercial underglaze and glaze were used in this project. For the
glaze firing, the temperature reached 2232 degrees Fahrenheit. It was a
long process from the production of the plaster mold castings to the glaze
firing. Every step required exquisite craftsmanship. Unexpected mistakes
and small failures were still somewhat unavoidable due to uncontrollable
variables. The clear glaze coat on the piece does not appear transparent
before firing. In the image above, the pieces in figure 025 are presented
before glazing whereas the pieces in figure 026 appear after glazing. The
pieces are then loaded into a kiln and are fired. After completing all these
steps, letterforms are now ready to be created.
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PYRAMID-SHAPED MODULE

FIGURE 027
A square pixel
from 2D to 3D
(pyramid-shaped
module)

The first ceramic module created in this project was the pyramid. The shape
of the module started as a square pixel in 2D and was then converted into
3D (figure 027). In this first , a very simple geometric shape was selected.
Keeping consistent with the running title of this thesis project, the module
needed to be modularized, systemized, and organized in order to create
various letterforms. Multiple pyramid shapes could easily be combined to
form other simple shapes; a dot, a straight line, or a curved line. Arranging
modules into letterforms was planned out on the computer. This project
effectively engaged in switching back and forth between digital and analog
work environments. It is meaningful because this process involved more
steps before the type was actually created, as opposed to just being
produced on a computer. In this instance, the computer digitally helped
the type take on a tangible shape, converting it from analog to the digital
world. This process involved an atypical interplay between the digital and
analog worlds.

FIGURE 028
Planning on
computer screen
(pyramid-shaped
module)

As opposed to using a complex shape, the module finds a different way
of presenting four different surfaces. Unlike a real on-screen pixel that
digitally contains the colors red, green, and blue, lacking these digital
color-changing abilities, this module changes color depending on the angle
from which it is viewed. As you can see in the image above (figure 028), the
module’s color changes whenever it is rotated 90 degrees. A different color
is applied to each side, varying between solid colors and striped patterns
which creates more variety. Since at least two surfaces will be present to
viewers at a time, except for a very specific situation, two different colors
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were picked for each module. The striped pattern allows for a color to be
presented in two different styles.

FIGURE 029
Test tiles
(pyramid-shaped
module)

During the process of making casting pieces, the glazing method needed to
be tested using test tiles. The purpose of testing is to see what results will
actually be produced after firing. In other words, test tiles are necessary in
order to determine what colors are produced at certain firing temperatures
by specific glazes. This is important to remember because glaze firing is
not at all “What you see is what you get.” For example, an identical copy
of what one views on a computer screen will be printed out from a printer.
Glaze is not as predictable as CMYK printing inks. The colors and textures
could vary depending on types of clay, kinds of glaze, thicknesses of
glaze, firing methods, and maturity temperatures. Also, tape or inlaying
techniques need to be tested in order to ensure that they are working
correctly and will produce the expected striped patterns (figure 029). After
testing, it was determined that the masking tape was capable of producing
a fine result, and the primary colors (dark blue and yellow) were creating
sufficient contrast.
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HEXAGAONAL MODULE

FIGURE 030
A square pixel
from 2D to 3D
(hexagonal
module)

The second module was more complex than the first pyramid-shaped
module. The process of designing this shape started with a two-dimensional
square pixel, which is then expanded into a hexagonal three-dimensional
shape within a complex grid (figure 030). The aggregate of the modules
resembles that of a honeycomb. This module goes one step further into
complexity with its outer shape and pattern. Interestingly enough, depth is
only achieved after the module is converted into a three-dimensional form.
The depth of the module is highlighted in this assemblage.

FIGURE 031
Basic modules
(hexagonal
module)

FIGURE 032
Basic modules
(hexagonal
module)

FIGURE 033
Planning on
computer screen
(hexagonal
module)

These modules are the same shape but contain five different types of
patterns on their surfaces, resulting in five basic modules (figure 031).
Their functionality is reliant on the use of the three modules shown in
figure 032. and are initially used in creating all other modules since they
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can be formed into straight and/or curved lines through linking. After the
creation of these initial three modules, the two modules on the right side
of figure 032 were created in an effort to form a closed shape. Notice that
the first three modules are incapable of creating a closed shape when they
are linked together (figure 033). There was still something missing before a
letterform could be fully created. In order to create a letter shape, modules
need to be able to form both a straight or curved line as well as a dot. Those
are fundamental requirements. With the addition of the third and fourth
module, a dot could now be created (figure 033).

FIGURE 034
Pre-running for
Latin Alphabets
(hexagonal
module)

Initially pre-running the three steps of this project on screen; modularizing,
systematizing, and organizing, proved to be a valuable experience. Since
making changes to the shape of the modules during the slip casting
process is both tricky and time consuming, planning them out on a
computer screen was necessary (figure 034). Also, unlike the pyramid
module, it is rather difficult to predict how the hexagonal modules will be
assembled. After simulation, the five final modules necessary to create the
Latin alphabet had been determined.
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FIGURE 035
Basic modules
and Expansion
set (hexagonal
module)

FIGURE 036
Without
expansion set
and with
expansion set
(hexagonal
module)

In Figure 035, the five modules on the left are basic modules while the
eight modules on the right are the expansion set. This expansion set is only
necessary in the formation of a few characters, and were therefore created
after the basic modules. Expansion sets allow for the possibility of building
more shapes. As you can see above (figure 036), the basic modules are
incapable of creating a long line, but with the expansion set, this can be
achieved. Also, the spacing between characters can now be better adjusted.
Basically, these customized expansion modules were needed in order to
create extra letters within the single system.
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FIGURE 037
A simplified
process of the
creation of
the hexagonal

making a prototype

plaster casting

greenware

bisque firing

glazing

glaze firing

done

building letterforms

modules

FIGURE 038
A step-by-step
process of the
creation of
the hexagonal
modules
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masking

Figure 037 shows a simplified process of the creation of the hexagonal
modules. Figure 038 shows a step-by-step process. Except for a few minor
differences in glazing, the hexagonal modules followed the same steps
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utilized in the pyramid module firing process. The hexagonal modules
only needed to be glazed once as the glaze applied during the bisque
phase acted as both an underglaze and glaze. A house glaze created in
the ceramics studio was used. The glaze turned to a black or gold color
depending on the applied thickness. Not surprisingly, the test tile played an
important role in the glaze firing process. The following photos provide an
excellent visual documentation of this process.
RESULTS OF THE STAGE TWO
PYRAMID-SHAPED MODULE
The Pyramid shaped module was tested in order to discover all the different
ways in which it could be made into letterforms. When all the casting and
firing was finished, more than 70 modules had been created. With sufficient
numbers of modules now available to create a short test word, the modules
were formed into human scale type through lettering. Uppercase Latin
alphabets and numerals were written on a copy stand and photographed.
After being transferred onto the computer, the background was removed
and each grouping was saved as an individual character.

FIGURE 039
Testing pyramidshaped module
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FIGURE 040
Testing pyramidshaped module

An adequate number of modules allowed for the creation of human scale
letterforms.

FIGURE 041
Testing pyramidshaped module

The ambigram was tested using two different colors.

FIGURE 042
Testing pyramidshaped module

While originally derived from the shape of a pixel, by being both layered
and stacked, the module was able to alternatively function to create
letterforms in a three-dimensional world.
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FIGURE 043
A set of Latin
Alphabets
and specimens
(pyramid-shaped
module)
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FIGURE 044
A set of Latin
Alphabets
and specimens
(pyramid-shaped
module)
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The first set of Latin alphabets was created using the pyramid shaped
modules (figure 043). The second set of Latin alphabets was made in an
experimental way (figure 044). This experimental method was discovered
through stacking. While arranging the modules for videotaping, it was
ascertained that the stacked modules yielded an interesting texture
from which to build letterforms. Both typefaces made during this
experimentation were readable and legible depending on scale (similar to
that of display type). While the photographed alphabets may be easier to
arrange than having to manually set the type on the floor, when using the
photographs the designer loses the ability to change the three-dimensional
point of view.
HEXAGONAL MODULE

FIGURE 045
Testing hexagonal
module
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FIGURE 046
A wall piece
(hexagonal
modules)

FIGURE 047
A set of Latin
Alphabets
and specimens
(hexagonal
module)
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The hexagonal modules were tested in order to build Latin alphabets
(figure 045) as planned on the computer screen. Because of this, wellplanned letterforms resulted (figure 047). Building letterforms using the five
basic modules required a more involved decision-making process. The type
builder needed to select individual modules to be joined together on the
table in order to form desired letterforms. Even after designing the modules
and characters in advance, identifying the correct modules and creating
letter-like shapes required a constant feedback between the object being
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viewed and the visualization being attempted. The typeface made out of the
hexagonal shape could not be used on a smaller scale, but the mixture of
two and three dimensionality was present in the large-scale presentation.
All letters were photographed with a casted highlight in order to show
depth. Like the pyramid module, following their production, they were
processed on the computer and a copy of each character was saved.

FIGURE 048
A process of
assembling type
(hexagonal
module)

https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=UPwuwY2yPng

A video documenting the process of assembling the type was also created.
TYPOGRAPHIC EXPLORATION PROCESSBOOK

FIGURE 049
Typographic
exploration
processbook

https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=Yv-vs4Pe10
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A typographic exploration process book was created after completing
the project. All the steps of the project are contained within this 400 page
stoneware-covered book.
SUMMARY
Today, many graphic design professionals and type designers are
working with computers exclusively to create type. As a result, various
typefaces have similar formal characteristics. While not solely the fault
of computer usage, this great tool has somewhat influenced the “glass
box” that currently limits type creation. In other words, typographers and
graphic designers now have such strong ties to the computer that it is
almost impossible to design type without its use. It is both possible and
necessary to take a step back and see the computer as one of many tools,
not as the single dominant one. Through experimentation and craft, a few
graphic design professionals are now building letterforms from various
unique physical objects, sometimes using their keen eye, skilled hands,
and an original point of view. This project not only explored a method to
re-materialize type in the fight against type’s dematerialization, but it also
offers a way to escape the “glass box” through creating type with unique
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materials and techniques — such as clay and ceramics. In that sense, this
thesis project attempts to push the boundaries of the box a little further
through exploration. While there is no absolute solution in correcting type’s
increasing dematerialization inherent in this new age of type design, this
thesis proposes an unconventional answer to this dilemma. My typographic
exploration investigates the unconventional typographical production
of three-dimensional type consisting of ceramic forms within a system.
This project began with the dual questioning of the dematerialization of
type and a criticism of computer generated typographic design: “What is
the best way to re-materialize type in order to restore the healthy tension
between digital and analog?” and “Where does typography belong in
this new digital age.” Type has been one of humankind’s strongest tools in
communicating messages both efficiently and beautifully. In response to
the needs of the modern age, type has developed alongside advancements
in technology. Digital culture and technology currently yield a strong
influence over many areas of modern society, typography included. Nearly
all typographic practices are currently performed with digital computing
technology. Humans first created these tools, but now these tools have
begun shaping human behavior. With the invention of personal computing,
especially with the arrival of Macintosh, the computer became the
dominant tool for the design and use of type. Typography remains the spine
of graphic design with its primary role to actively test and explore creative
uses of type.
As a result of this project, typefaces were created using a three-step
process: modularizing, systematizing, and organizing (manual pixeling).
The new three- dimensional type that was made out of clay was created
through the interplay between typographic fundamentals and ceramic
techniques. As a result of these explorations with the clay, a unique
approach into a new realm between graphic deign and ceramics emerged.
Ideally, this creative approach will provide inspiration to graphic design
professionals by encouraging them to work more with their hands when
designing type.
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FUTURE WORK
Further trials and successes are imminent based on lessons learned
from this thesis project. Any future work shall be performed with the
understanding that three-dimensional type made from clay needs to be
designed with specific contexts in mind. The typefaces made out of the
pyramid and hexagon shapes were created rather experimentally, in direct
response to type’s increasing dematerialization and a criticism toward
computer-generated type. They were therefore not responding to any
specific content or for any specific context or targeting a specific user.
Historically, type designers do not typically consider who will be using their
fonts or what texts will be written when designing commercial fonts. They
care more about functionality and aesthetics of the characters themselves.
These custom-made three-dimensional types, however, are different
than other commercial digital fonts in terms of their usage. The modules
could be more effectively customized to communicate certain words or
messages. This type could also go out into the physical world as opposed
to having a limited existence on paper. The three-dimensional types are
not designed for this limited paper-based usage. They can be displayed in
space, thereby more effectively communicating their message. An example
of this may be that of custom-made ceramic module based type replacing
vinyl type as a title wall. Vinyl-cut types are commonly used in the title
walls of exhibitions. Although a designer can usually find an optimal font
for typical projects, there are few or no choices available in 3D. Threedimensional type can provide custom lettering for specific venues. If there
is an exhibit on bioscience, the title could be written using crafted ceramic
pieces resembling the shape of DNA, cells, or even fake organs, all three
pieces being unique to a three-dimensional ceramic crafting process. The
main benefit of using clay is that it can be easily molded into other shapes.
In other words, the motif of the module could be chosen from the theme of
the exhibit. This would prove to be a great use for three-dimensional type,
while at the same time strengthening the exhibit’s message.
While currently not actively used in the professional world (outside of
a marginal existence in advertising and design), the process of making
three-dimensional found typography could inspire, energize, and empower
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people in all fields. The creation of three-dimensional found type could also
be used for educational purposes such as a typography class. By assigning
students to create letterforms from found objects, students are asked to
assess which fundamental shapes are necessary in the construction of
letters. They have to consider the methods of creating letterforms using
limited shapes while maintaining type consistency in an innovative way.
Most importantly, it gives them an opportunity to test and practice their
creativity, while designing letters under the restrictions inherent within the
design process.
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Andrew Byrom – Venetian (2008)

Figure 012

Evelin Kasikov – CMYK Alphabet (2009)

Figure 013

Marie and Éric Gaspar –Glass
letterforms (1999)

Pre-running for Latin Alphabets
Basic modules and Expansion set
(hexagonal module)

Figure 036

Without expansion set and with
expansion set (hexagonal module)

Figure 037

A simplified process of the creation of
the hexagonal modules

Figure 038

A step-by-step process of the creation

Figure 014

Paper towel roll top

Figure 015

Starbucks coffee straw

Figure 039

Testing pyramid-shaped module

Figure 016

Human nails

Figure 040

Testing pyramid-shaped module

Figure 017

Coffee sleeves

Figure 041

Testing pyramid-shaped module

Figure 018

Can covers

Figure 042

Testing pyramid-shaped module

Figure 019

Dried leafs

Figure 043

A set of Latin Alphabets and specimens

Figure 020

Used masking tape

Figure 021

A simplified process of the creation of

of the hexagonal modules

(pyramid-shaped module)
Figure 044

the pyramid-shaped modules
Figure 022

A set of Latin Alphabets and specimens
(pyramid-shaped module)

Making plaster mold (pyramid-shaped

Figure 045

Testing hexagonal module

module)

Figure 046

A wall piece (hexagonal modules)

Figure 023

Greenwares (pyramid-shaped module)

Figure 047

A set of Latin Alphabets and specimens

Figure 024

Masking bisques (pyramid-shaped
module)

Figure 025

Glazed bisques (pyramid-shaped
module)
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Figure 048

Underglazing bisques (pyramid-shaped
module)

Figure 026

(hexagonal module)
A process of assembling type
(hexagonal module)
Figure 049

Typographic exploration processbook
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